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Bend

Our intention while designing Bend was to create a basic bucket 
chair with an all-metal structure. Hollow tubes of different 
cross-sections are bent at the same radius to form parts of this 
chair, hence the name Bend. A compact set of cantilevered Back 
and Seat are both made in moulded polyurethane foam to get 
the perfect and comforting semi-circle shape when seen from 
the top. Seamless joinery of metal inserts is composed to fit 
the Back to the pipe structure and perfectly arced cantilevered 
base frame to compliment the chair. 





Bend

Bend family includes a four-legged compact revolving chair for 
the non-traditional office spaces, casual meeting rooms, and 
children’s study room in residences. Also, a bar stool with a 
footrest for high tables is available both with and without 
castors.



We have a set of continuous running seating in the Bend family; 
this is also an all-metal construction. Following the same design 
pattern, a single pipe frame is bent at various points to form 
this seating’s base. The side table tops can be customised in 
shape and material to suit the client’s choice.
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